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1. Introduction 
Genetic algorithms (GAs) were developed as problem independent search algorithms 
(Goldberg, 1989; Holland, 1975; Man et al., 1999), which simulate the biological evolution to 
search for an optimal solution to a problem. Figure 1(a) shows the main processes of genetic 
algorithms. When developing a genetic algorithm, we analyze the properties of the problem 
and determine the “gene encoding” policy -- Several parameters are chosen as genes and the 
parameter set is regarded as a chromosome, which reflects an individual. Following the 
gene encoding policy, we scatter many individuals in a population, and then repeatedly 
evaluate the individuals' fitness values and select the fittest ones to reproduce the offspring 
by crossover and mutation operators. Genetic algorithms follow the criterion of “survival of 
the fittest” to develop increasingly fit individuals. 
Hybrid with local search heuristics, Genetic Local Search (GLS) is an upgraded version that 
replaces each individual with its local optimal neighbour. As shown in Fig. 1(b), a local 
search process is launched in evaluation. GLS is thereby regarded as a method to mimic the 
cultural evolution instead of biological evolution, and also referred to as Mimetic Algorithm 
(MA) or Lamarckian Evolutionary Algorithm (Digalakis & Margaritis, 2004). 
Using these “evolutionary computing algorithms” for combinatorial optimization problems 
has been a well-studied problem-solving approach. The benefit of evolutionary computing 
is not only its simplicity but also its ability to obtain global optima. Many research findings 
have indicated that a well-adapted genetic local search algorithm can acquire a near-optimal 
solution better than those found by simply local searching algorithms (Goldberg, 1989; 
Pham & Karaboga, 2000). Therefore, numerous results on evolutionary optimization have 
been published in recent years (Larranaga et al., 1999; Man et al., 1999; Mohammadian et al., 
2002). Using genetic algorithms to solve the travelling salesman problem (TSP) is one of the 
popular approaches (Larranaga et al., 1999). 
The TSP is a classical NP-hard combinatorial optimization problem which has been 
extensively studied. Given n cities and the distances (costs) between each pair of cities, we 
want to find a minimum-cost tour that visits each city exactly once. Assuming that di,j is the 
cost traveling from city i to city j, the TSP is formulated as to find a permutation π of {1, 2, 
…, n} that minimizes 
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Figure 1. Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Genetic Local Search (GLS). (a) GA flowchart; (b) GLS 
is a combination of GA and local search heuristics; (c) Priority-Based GLS (PB-GLS) uses a 
greedy algorithm and a Lamarckian feedback process to alternate between genotype and 
phenotype. 
In the symmetric TSP (STSP), di,j is equal to dj,i for any two cities i and j, while in the 
asymmetric TSP (ATSP) this condition might not hold. The Euclidean TSP is a special case of 
STSP, where the cities are located in Rm space for some m, and the cost function satisfies the 
triangle inequality, i.e., di,k + dk,j is greater than or equal to di,j for distinct i, j and k. The two-
dimensional Euclidean TSP is the most popular version studied in the literature. 
According to Rego and Glover’s classification, the heuristic local search algorithms for the 
TSP are divided into two categories (Rego & Glover, 2002). Tour construction procedures 
build a tour by sequentially adding a new node into the current partial tour. Some instances 
of these procedures include nearest neighbour, nearest insertion, and shortest edge first 
algorithms (Johnson & McGeoch, 2002). On the other hand, tour improvement procedures 
start with an initial tour and iteratively seek a better one to replace the current tour. The k-
opt and LK (Lin & Kernighan, 1973; Rego & Glover, 2002) algorithms are examples of these 
procedures. Subsequently developed algorithms for the TSP also include stochastic search 
methods, such as Tabu search (Fiechter, 1994; Zachariasen & Dam, 1995), simulated 
annealing (Kirkpartrick et al., 1983; Moscato & Norman, 1992), ant colony (Dorigo & 
Gambardella, 1997; Gambardella & Dorigo, 1995) and artificial neural networks (Miglino et 
al., 1994; Naphade & Tuzun, 1995). 
As convenient and powerful searching tools, evolutionary computing algorithms have been 
applied to the TSP. Genetic algorithms and GLS algorithms are characterized by their 
population-based global searching, and often find a near-optimal solution better than most 
previously known methods. However, the TSP requires that each city be visited exactly 
once. This critical requirement puts a great constraint for us to encode the genes. Directly 
encoding cities into the chromosomes (the order representation to be given in more detail in 
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the next section) may not work altogether with traditional crossover methods. As Fig. 2 
shows, the offspring becomes an illegal tour if we use traditional crossover operators. 
To overcome this difficulty, new crossover operators built upon detection and repair 
procedures have been developed. Although these operators make evolutionary computing 
algorithms applicable to the TSP, they are ad hoc and lose generality in problem solving. In 
Section 2, we provide a relevant survey of developing particular crossover operators for the 
TSP. Then in Section 3, we present a priority-based encoding scheme instead. This 
alternative method not only maintains the general-purpose characteristics of evolutionary 
computing, but also acquires remarkable searching results. In Section 4, we discuss the 
experimental results, and we give conclusions in Section 5. 
 
 
Figure 2. Directly encoding cities into the chromosomes does not work altogether with 
traditional crossover methods. The offspring may become an invalid TSP tour. 
2. Specialized crossover operators for the TSP 
Traditional genetic evolution appears to contradict the TSP definition. Therefore, we need 
additional operators to assist genetic algorithms. Many of these operators depend on the 
tour representation in the algorithms, such as the order, adjacency and locus 
representations. 
Order representation: The order representation is the most natural to represent a tour since 
the TSP is a permutation problem. This tour representation encodes the cities in the 
chromosome as gene values. For example, the partially matched crossover (PMX) (Goldberg 
& Lingle, 1985; Goldberg, 1989) adopts two crossover points to enclose a crossover interval. 
The genes (cities) within the crossover intervals are exchanged to initiate the offspring 
chromosome, and then an automaton is established to transform the genes duplicated 
outside the intervals. 
Adjacency list representation: The adjacency list can also represent a tour. In this 
representation, recording city j in position i reflects travelling from city i to city j. Because 
adjacency lists might yield illegal tours, detection and repair procedures are also necessary. 
For example, the greedy crossover (GX) (Boukreev, 2007; Julstrom, 1995) iteratively selects 
the shortest edge from the parents to extend the current subtour. If this edge causes a cycle 
that is not a complete tour, we need to choose another edge connecting to the current 
subtour. 
Adjacency matrix representation: Instead of adjacency lists, the matrix crossover (MX) 
(Homaifar et al., 1992; Homaifar et al., 1992) uses adjacency matrix to represent the tour. In 
this binary matrix, the element mi,j is 1, if city j is visited after city i; otherwise the value is 0. 
Based on this encoding method, the MX exchanges columns of two parents to generate 
offspring matrix. If the offspring matrix is infeasible due to duplicate adjacency or 
disconnected cycles, repair procedures are also invoked.  
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Locus representation: The locus representation regards the graphic image itself of a tour as 
a chromosome. This representation retains geographical relationships among the cities, but 
does not embody a gene-encoding method. Therefore, geometrical computations might be 
necessary in the crossover operators. The natural crossover (NX) published in 2002 (Jung & 
Moon, 2002) used the locus representation. This crossover operator randomly generates 
curves to partition the chromosomal space. Cities in some regions inherit the paths from one 
parent, and those in other regions inherit the paths from the other parent. Finally, repair 
procedures are also needed to reconnect the subtours. 
Other representation-independent approaches: There are genetic operators independent of 
tour representations. These operators directly analyze the parent tours to create the 
offspring. Edge-recombination crossover (ERX) (Whitley et al., 1989; Whitley et al., 1991) 
collects the adjacency information from the parent tours and generates a new tour from this 
information. Distance preserving crossover (DPX) (Freisleben & Merz, 1996) generates an 
offspring satisfying the condition that the numbers of differences between the two parents 
and the offspring are all the same. By doing so, this crossover operator allows “jumps” in 
the search space. Although these approaches are representation independent, they also act 
according to the principle that the offspring must inherit the characteristics of the two 
parents. 
The renowned approaches listed above can improve genetic algorithms to solve the TSP. 
However, these approaches have some drawbacks. The order and adjacency list 
representations do not ensure a unique representation for a TSP tour. This situation usually 
retards the evolutionary process. The adjacency matrix representation is time-consuming 
and does not have a significant performance. The locus representation is not general enough 
even for an STSP case; and it can only perform on the Euclidean TSP. Most importantly, 
these crossover operators are specialized mainly for the TSP and involve repair procedures 
to generate a valid tour. In contrast with the original intention of genetic algorithms, these 
operators are short of general practical values. In the next section, we present a Genetic 
Local Search method with Priority-Based encoding, dubbed the “PB-GLS” model (Wei & 
Lee, 2004; Wei & Lee, 2006). This model retains generality in applications, supports schema 
analysis during searching process, and has been empirically proven to gain remarkable 
search results for the travelling salesman problem. 
3. Priority-based genetic local search 
For a combinatorial optimization problem for which a near-optimal solution can be obtained 
by using a greedy algorithm, certain entities, such as the nodes of the dMST and TSP 
problems (Freisleben  & Merz, 1996; Zeng & Wang, 2003) and the jobs in the flowshop 
scheduling (Arroyo & Armentano, 2005) are selected step by step. Herein, the links between 
two consecutively selected entities are called “consecutive selections”. The priority-based 
encoding policy assigns priorities to all the links between entities and it is expected to set 
high priority to the correct consecutive selections. The greedy algorithm employed remains 
the same, except that we select the next entity in consideration of the link priority prior to 
the original ranking key. By doing so, the greedy algorithm leads to a valid solution and the 
priority encoding makes it possible to follow traditional genetic evolutions. This approach 
does not lose generality in applications because we only need to provide a chromosome 
conformation that is simply a priority assignment. 
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3.1 Priority-based encoding with local search method 
As Fig. 1(c) shows, the priority-based encoding is based on Mendelian inheritance that 
distinguishes genotype and phenotype in inheritance process. A greedy algorithm plays the 
role as the biochemical process that transfers the genotype encoding to the phenotype of 
each individual. The PB-GLS model further conducts a local search method to improve this 
phenotype. After that, we need a Lamarckian feedback process for encoding the local 
optimal solution and converting it back to its genotype. This process can be done if we 
enable all consecutive selections in the given solution by assigning them with higher 
priorities and disable potentially incorrect links by setting lower priorities. The range of 
priorities can be determined experimentally, although two priority levels are sufficient in 
any case. 
3.2 Characteristics of the priority-based GLS 
The priority-based genetic local search has three main features, i.e., broad applicability, 
problem transformation, and simulation of Mendelian inheritance theory.  
Broad applicability: The priority-based encoding policy suits to any problem whose 
optimal solution can be approximated by a greedy algorithm, because the greedy algorithm 
is characterized by two features, i.e., (a) the candidate entities are selected one after another 
sequentially, and (b) the selected entities are not discarded thereafter. 
Problem transformation: The PB-GLS transforms combination and permutation problems 
into priority assignment problems. This problem transformation suggests a new direction to 
tackle the given problems. Imagine that the perfect optimal solution contains some crucial 
consecutive selections of problem entities (e.g. crucial edges in the TSP). Assigning higher 
priorities to these links leads to a near-optimal solution. Naturally, priority-based encoding 
allows us to analyze searching schema during the search process.  
Simulation of Mendelian inheritance theory: We use greedy algorithms to simulate 
chemical processes, and use the priority-based encoding policy to simulate the gene codes in 
inheritance procedure. These priorities control the biochemical processes to “enable” and 
“disable” some biological functions, and finally develop a phenotype that fits the definition 
of the genotype. 
3.3 Using the priority-based GLS to solve the TSP 
A greedy algorithm known as double-ended nearest neighbour (DENN) is used to 
demonstrate using the PB-GLS model to solve the TSP. Let E(A,B) denote the edge between 
city A and city B, and assume E(A,B) is identical to E(B,A) for any two distinct cities A and 
B. The DENN algorithm is described as follows: 
Step 1 Sort the edges by their costs into a sequence  S. 
Step 2 Initialize a partial tour T = {S[1]}. Let S[1] = E(A,B) be the current subtour from A to B. 
Step 3 Suppose the current subtour is from X to Y . We trace the sequence S to find the first 
edge E(P,Q) that could extend the subtour at either end city X or city Y without 
creating a cycle, i.e., a complete tour that does not visit all the cities. 
Step 4 If the above edge E(P,Q) is found, add it into T to extend the current subtour and 
repeat step 3; otherwise, add E(Y,X) into T and return T as the searching result. 
Note that the current state is extended by adding new nodes (cities) repeatedly. We now 
add priorities to the edges and change the sorting step by considering priorities of these 
edges first and then their costs in the first step. This change never affects the validity of 
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tours, because the other steps of this greedy algorithm remain unchanged. The most 
concerned question is whether any tour can be represented by this encoding method. 
Considering that a greedy algorithm never discards an object once this object is selected, we 
can construct any given tour “T” by a greedy algorithm as the following formula describes: 
 
(  (r, s, t, k, |{r,s,t,k}| 4)  ( {E(r,s), E(s,t)}  T 
C(k,s) min{C(r,s),C(s,t)}  P(k,s) max{P(r,s), P(s,t)} ) )
 The greedy algorithm constructs T,
∀ = ⊆ ∧
≤ ⇒ >
⇒
  (2) 
where C(a, b) and P(a, b) are the cost and priority of edge E(a, b) respectively, and a lower 
priority value P(a, b) reflects a higher priority of edge E(a, b) to be included in the tour. 
The above description implies that the priority-based encoding can be used to search the 
global optimal solution. Two levels of priorities are sufficient to guarantee such an optimal 
solution. Formula (2) is also used in the Lamarckian feedback process of the PB-GLS model. 
We apply the LK heuristic (Lin & Kernighan, 1973) as the local search method in the 
following experiments. 
3.4 Complexity analysis 
It is well-known that an exhausted search for a TSP has an exponential time complexity. 
Suppose that n is the number of vertices. An exact solution takes O(n!) time, which is 
prohibitively long. Therefore, polynomial-time heuristic search approaches are proposed. 
Heuristic or local search algorithms have complexities ranging from O(n2) (e.g., nearest 
neighbour, double ended nearest neighbour, and nearest insertion), O(n2 log(n)) (e.g., 
shortest edge first) to O(n2.2) (e.g., LK) or higher order (e.g., k-opt). 
The genetic algorithms with specialized crossover operators have time complexity O(kmn2), 
where k is the generation number and m is the population size. The n2 factor is due to the 
fact that all the repair procedures need to scan all the possible pairs of the vertices which is 
O(n2). If we combine genetic algorithms with a local search algorithm, the latter affects the 
time complexity. For example, the genetic local search algorithm incorporating the DPX 
operator with the LK heuristic (Freisleben  & Merz, 1996) has time complexity O(kmn2.2). 
This model, referred to as DPX-LK model, is currently known as the most powerful model 
and will be compared with the PB-GLS model in the next section. 
The time complexity of the PB-GLS model depends on the selected greedy algorithm, the 
Lamarckian feedback process, and the local search heuristic. When the DENN algorithm 
and LK heuristic are used, the PB-GLS needs O(n2) time to crossover the parent 
chromosomes and O(n2+n2.2+n2) time to construct the tour, search the local optimum, and 
feedback the upgraded gene information. Therefore, the total time complexity is also 
O(kmn2.2). 
4. Experimental results 
In this section, we conduct three parts of experiments applying PB-GLS to solve the TSP. 
The first part used our own data to demonstrate how priority encoding is used and how it 
supports schema analysis. The second part used benchmark instances released by the 
TSPLIB (http://www.iwr.uni-heidelberg.de/groups/comopt/software/tsplib9) and proved that the 
PB-GLS model can find near-optimal solutions identical to the best known results, in cases 
where the number of cities was no more than 400. In the last part, we generated sparsely 
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connected maps from the TSPLIB data instance and compared the experimental results 
between the PB-GLS model and the currently most efficient DPX-LK hybrid searching 
model. The PB-GLS model in these experiments uses Holland’s simple genetic algorithm 
model with the uniform crossover operator and conducts the LK heuristic for local searching 
every five generation. To reduce the searching space and simplify the result discussion, 
priority encoding in these experiments used only two-level priority, i.e., the high priority 
was 1 and the low priority was 2. The population size and mutation rate were set as 100 and 
0.2 respectively. 
 
 
Table 1. Cities in the first part of experiments 
 
 
Figure 3. Experimental results of the TSP. (a) map of the cities of Table 1; (b) near-optimal 
solution of the above listed cities; (c) near-optimal solution of the rd400 data instance. 
 
 
Table 2. Searching results of the first part experiment (partially listed). The edges are sorted 
by their costs. Columns from p1 to p4 are the converged priorities on four distinct 
chromosomes. 
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Table 1 lists the locations of the cities in the first part of experiments. These cities were 
randomly generated in the [0, 1] × [0, 1] square. Figure 3(a) and (b) show the city map and 
the near-optimal solution respectively, found by both the DPX-LK hybrid model and the PB-
GLS model within 100 generations. According to repeated experimental results, we believe 
that this tour with cost=4.35 is very close to the optimal tour. Table 2 lists the searching 
results of gene values partially, and the edges by their costs in ascending order. Columns 
from p1 to p4 are four converged near-optimal chromosomes. All these chromosomes can 
develop the near-optimal TSP tour that is shown in Fig. 3(b). The final column denotes 
whether the edge under consideration is selected to be part of the tour. 
Edges E(3, 5), E(7, 15) and E(13, 19) in the 45th, 53rd, and 57th rows are the longest three 
edges contained in the tour. We can observe that they all receive a high priority. They are 
likely the crucial edges in the optimal tour. Interestingly, the three edges excluded from the 
tour, i.e., E(9, 10), E(9, 12) and E(11, 12), are also remarkable because they are quite short and 
all receive a low priority. This result demonstrates that priority encoding allows schema 
explanation in searching optimal TSP tours. This schema is also likely to be useful when the 
number of cities increases or decreases. 
 
 
Fig 4. Assuming p priority levels are used for searching in a sparsely connected map with k 
edges and n cities, Kp(n)=logp(n!) represents the highest tolerable values of k to ensure the 
searching space of PB-GLS less than that of the DPX-LK model, i.e.,  pk < n!. 
 
 
Table 3. Applying DPX-LK and PB-GLS models to find TSP tours in sparsely connected 
rd400 maps 
In the second part of experiments, we used the instances released on the TSPLIB website to 
test the PB-GLS method. Experimental results reveal that the PB-GLS can find near-optimal 
solutions in maps with no more than 400 cities, such as the st70, ch150, a280 and rd400 data 
instances. The solutions obtained are identical to the presently best known results. For 
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example, Fig. 3(c) is the experimental result for the rd400 data instance with the tour cost 
equal to 15281. 
The time complexity of the PB-GLS model is described in the previous section as O(kmn2.2), 
where k, m and n are respectively the generation number, population size and city size. The 
running time increases quickly as more cities are added. For the first part of experiments, 
the searching result converged within 100 generations and took less than 3 seconds running 
on Sun’s Ultra SPARC III Workstation with 750-MHz clock rate. In case of 400 cities, it takes 
an average of 6216 generations and almost 3000-minute CPU time before the evolution 
converges to the best known solution. 
If we do not want to enlarge the population size and the generation number, it could be 
necessary that we prune the longest edges from the chromosomes to improve the 
performance for a large scale TSP. The pruning is reasonable because fully connected maps 
are eventually not usual in the real word. In the third part of experiments, we generated 
sparsely connected maps from rd400 data instance. In addition to the 400 edges in the best-
known optimal tour, another 1600, 2600, 3600, 4600, and 5600 edges were randomly selected 
and added into the testing bed. We then conducted five experiments using these 2000, 3000, 
4000, 5000 and 6000 edges as the test data respectively; these 400 nodes each had 10, 15, 20, 
25 and 30 adjacent nodes in average. The PB-GLS model was compared with the DPX-LK 
hybrid model. 
Assuming the p priority levels are used for testing a data instance with k edges and n nodes, 
the searching spaces of the PB-GLS model and the DPX-LK hybrid model are of sizes pk and 
n! respectively. The condition to let pk < n! can be derived as 
 
1
!  log ( !) (log )
n
k
p p
v
p n k n v
=
< ⇔ < =∑   (3) 
Figure 4 draws the right part of formula (3), denoted as function Kp(n), with 
{1, 2, ,1000}n∈ …  and {2,3, 4}p∈ . Given p = 2 and n = 400, k must be less than 2886 to 
ensure search space pk < n!. However, the experimental results listed in Table 3 reveal that 
the PB-GLS model converged efficiently than the DPX-LK model even with k = 4000. This 
result implies that using permutation based algorithms in search sparsely connected maps 
may suffer an overhead that does not occur when we use priority-based algorithms. 
5. Conclusion 
Genetic algorithms and genetic local search are population based general-purpose search 
algorithms that have been examined to search efficiently for the near-optimal solutions to 
certain combinatorial optimization problems, such as the constraint satisfaction problem 
(Marchiori & Steenbeek, 2000), flowshop scheduling problem (Arroyo & Armentano, 2005), 
constraint minimum spanning tree problem (dMST) (Zeng & Wang, 2003), and travelling 
salesman problem (TSP) (Freisleben  & Merz, 1996). Notably, these optimization problems 
usually have critical requirements that have forced researchers to develop new genetic 
operators. For example, for the dMST we have an upper bound on the node degrees and for 
the TSP we require that each city be visited exactly once. 
Previous results made use of specialized genetic operators to enhance the GA and GLS. 
Alternatively, we have presented another approach to the TSP using evolutionary 
computing algorithms, i.e., the priority-based encoding method in conjunction with greedy 
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algorithms. This coding policy encodes link priorities as chromosomes, and then uses the 
underlying greedy algorithms to construct the corresponding solution as the phenotype. By 
doing so, traditional genetic algorithms can be exploited as usual. 
Priority-based encoding supports not only broad applications but also schema analysis. In 
addition, the priority-based genetic local search is empirically tested to achieve remarkable 
searching results for the TSP by iteratively converging to crucial edges. According to 
experimental results, this model found near-optimal solutions to TSPLIB instances -- in cases 
where the number of cities is no more than 400, the results are identical to the best 
previously known results. Experimental results also reveal that the permutation-based 
algorithms using specialized GA operators have an overhead in searching sparsely 
connected maps. This overhead does not occur when we use priority-based algorithms, 
because it is not necessary to encode the disconnected links into the chromosome. 
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The idea behind TSP was conceived by Austrian mathematician Karl Menger in mid 1930s who invited the
research community to consider a problem from the everyday life from a mathematical point of view. A
traveling salesman has to visit exactly once each one of a list of m cities and then return to the home city. He
knows the cost of traveling from any city i to any other city j. Thus, which is the tour of least possible cost the
salesman can take? In this book the problem of finding algorithmic technique leading to good/optimal solutions
for TSP (or for some other strictly related problems) is considered. TSP is a very attractive problem for the
research community because it arises as a natural subproblem in many applications concerning the every day
life. Indeed, each application, in which an optimal ordering of a number of items has to be chosen in a way that
the total cost of a solution is determined by adding up the costs arising from two successively items, can be
modelled as a TSP instance. Thus, studying TSP can never be considered as an abstract research with no
real importance.
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